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What does “security” mean?

Anonymity/authentication/transmission protocol depending on
private data.
Is it secure?

I Qualitative answer: secret as an atomic object. Protocol is
secure if attacker does not learn it.

I Another qualitative answer (non-interference): secret is n
bits of data. Protocol is secure if attacker does not learn
anything about them.

I Quantitative answer (quantified information leakage):

secret is n bits of data. Compute how much attacker learns
about it. Protocol is secure if this is within an acceptance
treshold.

Leakage is the expected amount of information the attacker learns.
Non-interference is when leakage treshold is zero.
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Is non-interference realistic?

A simple authentication example:

64-bit password, attacker trying to guess it randomly:

Probability attacker guesses password is 2−64 ≈ 5 · 10−20. In this
case his possible password space goes from 264 to 1, so he gains
64 bits of information (the whole password).
Probability attacker does not guess password is
1 − 2−64 ≈ 1 − (5 · 10−20). In this case his possible password space
goes from 264 to 264 − 1, so he gains ≈ 8 · 10−20 bits of
information.
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Is non-interference realistic?

A simple authentication example:
64-bit password, attacker trying to guess it randomly:

Leakage is expected value of amount of information the
attacker learns: (2−64) · 64 + (1 − 2−64) · (8 · 10−20) ≈ 3.5 · 10−18

bits. For a deterministic protocol, it is equivalent to the entropy
of the protocol.

Leakage greater than 0 → breaks non-interference. Still, is
small enough to consider the authentication secure for most
applications.
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Channel capacity

Leakage analysis gives precise amount of bits that get leaked to a
particular attacker.
Can we guarantee that there is not another attacker that can
leak more information?

I Consider the flow of information from secret to attacker as a
channel, and compute capacity of such channel, obtaining
the maximum leakage over all possible attackers.

I This channel capacity provides a security guarantee for the
protocol itself, since no attacker can leak an amount of
information greater than the channel capacity.

...so, is that enough?
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Is this an authentication protocol?

I Unknown variables;
I Underspecified constraints;

Channel capacity computation gives a security guarantee only for
one of the infinite implementations of the protocol.
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Probabilistic models with intervals

How to model an underspecified protocol and analyze all its
implementations against all possible attackers?

With real-valued intervals we model uncountable infinity of
implementations, and transform channel capacity analysis over all
implementations in a nonlinear optimization problem.
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Check for non-terminating implementations

Theorem
A probabilistic protocol terminates iff its implementations always
have finite entropy.

Secret-dependent process terminates when it has no more
secret-dependent behavior.

Non-terminating implementation reveals the whole secret.
Check for termination: Verify whether any of the
implementations has infinite entropy.

Time: polynomial.
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implementation, its entropy is channel capacity.
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I Channel capacity is security guarantee for a given system.
I Security protocols represent infinite classes of possible

implementations.
I We provide algorithms to verify if any of the

implementations of the protocol would leak the whole
secret.

I We compute channel capacity of the most leaking
implementation, a security guarantee valid for all the
implementations.
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The end

Thank you for your attention.
Questions?
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